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Chapel - Lt/29/58 - Dr. Macp.e

Institute of the Universty of Chicagomade this statemnt, t1Tbe Bible is not free from error

and can never be proven to be-freefrora error. Professor ... Made his

decision in connection with his giving -: (i2.) the information

about the archaeological expedition of the University of Chicago discovering in Palestine

Drof that of Egypt had conquered Palestine in the of Rheabal KM ex

actly as described in the Book of I Kings So he found a corroboration and evidence, a fact

that fitted with the Bible and he was so afraid that he would draw from it this logical con

clusion that the Bible was free from error, that heinade astatement that was the exact op

posite of what he had been shown. And in that case his statement got the headlines and the

fact that he discovered-was .buried in the .(l2.75). I think it Is good

for a minister-to keep up with this field in generals 1norder to know the recent developments,

to know the
-

of the facts in order to se-some of the marvelous efforts that

But from the viewnoint. of evidence -

- - - that the men opposed to the Bible who the

evidence that is proving the theory of the higher criticism go on and prove the Bible has to

be correct.




(13.5) But the idea that the Bible is false, that

it contains myths and legends are like the tree behind which Adam hid. They don't hide us

from God but they give us an impression that-we're hiding. They kid ourselves into things

that we don-'t have to worry about the judgment of God, about the sin that is upon us, and the

ounishment that God must-inevitable give us... They give us .a way of trying to get a false oea

of mind, trying to hide behind these ideas that the Bible is not true and infallible. And ar

chaeology

and the recognition that they stand before the God of. the-universe and thvital

point is not, --
- End of Record 3 .
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